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Cooper pairs in the superconductor are a natural source of spin entanglement. The existing proposals of the
Cooper pair splitter can only realize a low efficiency of entanglement production, and its size is constrained
by the superconducting coherence length. Here we show that a long-range Cooper pair splitter can be
implemented in a normal metal-superconductor-normal metal (NSN) junction by driving a supercurrent in
the S. The supercurrent results in a band gap modification of the S, which significantly enhances the crossed
Andreev reflection (CAR) of the NSN junction and simultaneously quenches its elastic cotunneling.
Therefore, a high entanglement production rate close to its saturation value can be achieved by the inverse
CAR. Interestingly, in addition to the conventional entangled electron states between opposite energy levels,
novel entangled states with equal energy can also be induced in our proposal.

G
eneration and detection of the electron entanglement in solid state physics have attracted great
scientific interest, for the prospect of large-scale implementation of quantum information and
computation schemes1. The conventional BCS superconductor are considered as a natural source

of spin entanglement2,3, for the Cooper pair in the superconductor can break up into two nonlocal entangled
electrons that enter into different normal terminals via the crossed Andreev reflection (CAR)4,5. Recently, the
feasibility of a Cooper pair splitter has been demonstrated by the nonlocal conductance6,7 and noise8,9

measurement. The finite bias Cooper pair splitting10 and high purity of nonlocal transport by CAR11 were
also reported in the quantum dots based splitter. However, the main limitation of the existing proposals is
that the entanglement production rate is still at low level, even when the competitive elastic cotunneling (EC)
process is filtered out2,5,12–21. In order to manipulate and probe entangled states22–35, the entanglement
production rate demands well improvement. Another constraint on a conventional Cooper pair splitter is
that the superconductor size L, the distance between two normal metal-superconductor (NS) interfaces,
cannot strongly exceed the superconducting coherence length j0 5 vF/D36. A solution of such a geometric
constraint will greatly facilitate the fabrication of the splitter.

In this paper, we show that both the problems can be solved with the use of a three-terminal NSN junction by
driving a supercurrent in the S along the junction, as sketched in Fig. 1(a). The supercurrent results in opposite
shifts of energy gaps for the electron-like and hole-like quasiparticles, as shown in Fig. 1(b). When an electron is
incident to the S within the energy window (referred as the CAR window) between the two modified gaps, the
hole-like quasiparticle is able to propagate freely in the S, supporting a long-range CAR, while the electron-like
quasiparticle decays as usual, leading to a suppression of EC. Therefore, the probability of CAR gets significantly
enhanced within the CAR window and oscillates with L. By investigating the entangled states via the inverse CAR
process non-perturbatively, we find that there exist two types of spin singlet states, with the entangled electron
pair possessing either opposite or equal energies relative to the chemical potential of the S. The total entanglement
production rate depends solely on the CAR probability and a high rate close to its saturation value can be
achieved.

Long-range CAR. To be specific, we first analyze the CAR in a nanowire NSN junction as shown in Fig. 1(a),
where an effective pair potential is induced in the S region due to the proximity effect of the s-wave
superconductor. When a supercurrent Is is driven in the S, the effective order parameter in the nanowire takes
the form of De2iqx 37,38. The Cooper pair momentum 2q can be tuned by the supercurrent through q 5 is/j0, with is

5 Is/Ic normalized by its critical value Ic. The whole system can be well described by the Bogoliubov-de Gennes
Hamiltonian as
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where sy is the spin Pauli matrix, m is the chemical potential, and the
pair potential is given by D(x) 5 De2iqxH(x)H(L 2 x) with H(x) the
Heaviside step function. The Dirac-type interface potentials U(x) 5

U1d(x) 1 U2d(x2 L) are introduced to model the barriers at the NS
interfaces39, which can be tuned by gates Vg1,2 as shown in Fig. 1(a).

Hamiltonian (1) in the S region can be diagonalized by assuming
the wave function as (uei(k1q)x, vei(k2q)x)T. The excitation energy

around 6kF can be obtained as E~+isDz

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�hvFdk+ð Þ2zD2

q
under

the conditions of q=kF and D=m, with the small wave vectors
denoted by dk+~k+kF . The energy spectra indicate that the excita-
tion gaps around Fermi points 6kF shift by opposite values of 6isD,
as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Such energy splitting opens a CAR window,

E/Dg (1 2 is, 1 1 is), which provides an opportunity to enhance the
CAR by filtering out the EC. This can be understood by solving the
scattering problem of a spin-up electron incident from the left N lead
into the NSN junction. The wave functions in the three regions are
given by
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where the electron and hole wave components around 6kF are
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2mð Þ. The scat-

tering amplitudes a1, a2, b1, and b2 denote the AR, CAR, normal
reflection, and EC, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

All the scattering amplitudes are solved through the boundary
conditions of YN 5 YS and hxYS 2 hxYN 5 62kFZjYS at two NS
interfaces, with the ‘‘6’’ and the index j(5 1, 2) corresponding to the
interfaces at x 5 0 and L, respectively. The dimensionless barrier
strength is defined as Zj 5 mUj/( 2kF). As the right NS interface is
transparent (Z25 0), the CAR amplitude takes a simple form as

a2~
i sin Q2f Q1ð ÞZ1

f Q1ð Þf Q2ð ÞZ2
1{g Q1ð Þg Q2ð Þ 1zZ2

1ð Þ , ð3Þ

where the auxiliary functions are defined by f(x)5 sin(il sin x) and
g(x)5 sin(il sin x2x) with l5L/j0, and the energy dependent phases
are defined by Q1,25 cos21v6 for v6# 1 and Q1,252i cosh21v6 for
v6. 1.

As E is within the CAR window, exponential factors b1 and b2 in
Eq. (2) take imaginary and real values, respectively, corresponding to
an evanescent wave of the electron-like quasiparticle in the 1kF

branch and a free wave of the hole-like quasiparticle in the 2kF

branch. For Z2 5 0, since there is no branch-crossing scattering at
the right interface, propagations of the electron-like and hole-like
quasiparticles directly contribute to the EC and CAR processes,
respectively. In this case, there exists only the CAR process in the
long-range limit L?j0. The numerical results of the CAR probability
A2 5 ja2j2 as a function of is and E is plotted in Fig. 2(a). One can see
that there is a notable region confined by the boundary approxi-
mately described by E/D 5 1 6 is, where the CAR gets effectively
enhanced. At the resonant energy levels, the CAR probability can
reach a high value of 38%. In Fig. 2(b), we compare the CAR prob-
ability A2 and EC probability B2 5 jb2j2 in the absence and presence

Figure 1 | (a) Illustration of the NSN junction fabricated on a nanowire. A

supercurrent Is sketched by the long pink arrow is driven in the S. Two

electrons (yellow balls with their spins labeled by the red arrows) from

different N regions enter into S and form a Cooper pair during the CAR

process. Two gates Vg1,2 (the golden bars) are located at the interfaces. (b)

The quasiparticle picture of CAR, with the filled (open) circles

representing the electron-like (hole-like) quasiparticles. The supercurrent

opens a CAR window sketched by the blank region. The free wave of the

hole-like quasiparticle and the evanescent wave of the electron-like

quasiparticle are sketched by the inserted boxes.

Figure 2 | (a) The probability of CAR as a function of supercurrent is and energy E. (b) The probabilities of CAR and EC in the absence and presence of the

supercurrent. The relevant parameters are set as L 5 8j0, Z1 5 1.25, Z2 5 0, and kF 5 100/j0.
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of the supercurrent. For a usual NSN junction of is 5 0, both CAR
and EC processes are suppressed within the initial gap D due to the
subgap decay of the normal and anomalous propagators in the S
region, while EC dominates the nonlocal transport above the gap.
Impressively, when a supercurrent is 5 0.5 is driven, the long-range
CAR occurs within the CAR window E/D g (0.5, 1.5), with the EC
being quenched below the modified gap 1.5D. This is a new kind of
energy filtering effect, which occurs in the S, in contrast to the pre-
vious proposal in which the energy filtering is enforced in the normal
leads and a large mismatch of Fermi velocities is inevitable14,15.

Next, we investigate the anomalous dependence of the CAR prob-
ability on L of the S region. Within the CAR window, A2 and B2 as
functions of L are presented in Fig. 3(a). In the absence of super-
current, A2 first increases with L and then rapidly decreases, while B2

monotonically decays with L, as known in the usual case. As a super-
current is driven, while the result of B2 changes little, the situation for
A2 is quite different. With increasing L, A2 first increases and then
exhibits an oscillatory behavior due to the interference between two
NS interfaces. In the large L limit, we have g Q1ð Þ

�
f Q1ð Þ^eiQ1 within

the CAR window, so that the CAR amplitude in Eq. (3) reduces to
a2~i sin Q2Z1

�
f Q2ð ÞZ2

1{eiQ1 g Q2ð Þ 1zZ2
1

� �� 	
, which corresponds to

an oscillation period of L0 5 pj0/sinh(iQ2). Under the condition of Z2

5 0, the scattering between the 6kF branches at the right NS inter-
face is absent, so that the oscillation period is on a scale of j0. The
result for finite Z2 is shown in Fig. 3(b). In this case, the branch-
crossing scattering can take place at the right NS interface, so that for
L , j0, A2 and B2 exhibit fast oscillations with the period comparable
with 1/kF. As L gets larger, the propagation of quasiparticles around
1kF branch cannot survive after walking such a long distance.
Therefore, the fast oscillation disappears and the interference is
contributed again by the free waves around 2kF. Due to the
branch-crossing scattering at the right NS interface, the hole-like
quasiparticle can now be transferred into an electron in the right
lead, resulting in a finite EC probability. However, it can be shown
that the ratio of the EC probability to the CAR one approximates to
B2
�

A2~Z2
2

�
1zZ2

2

� �
for an NSN junction of large L, so that the

nonlocal transport is always dominated by the CAR for small Z2.
On the other hand, in the tunneling limit of Z2?1, the two nonlocal
processes cancel each other out, consistent with the conventional
result36.

By applying a negative bias voltage eV g D(1 2 is, 1 1 is) on the
left lead while keeping the S and the right lead grounded as shown in
Fig. 1(a), the nonlocal differential conductance within the CAR win-
dow is equal to G2=G0~A2

�
1zZ2

2

� �
with G0 5 e2/h the unit con-

ductance (the positive direction of current is from the right lead into

the S). The positive nonlocal conductance manifests a CAR-dom-
inant nonlocal transport. The dependence of Z2 on the gate voltage
Vg2 can be calibrated through the normal state transport beforehand,
so that the CAR probability can be measured directly by conductance
G2.

Entanglement generation via inverse CAR. By imposing a positive
bias voltage (eV , 0) on the left lead and reversing the direction of
the supercurrent, the Cooper pair can break up into two nonlocal
spin entangled electrons. For the high-efficiency inverse CAR, the
entangled state should be analyzed non-perturbatively. We start
with the many-body state of incident holes occupying the energy
window from the Fermi level to jeVj in the left N region as
Yinj i~P 0vEv eVj jc

i{
L:,Eci{

L;,E 0j i, where ci{
Ls,E generates an incident

hole in the left lead with energy E and spin s(5", #), and the
vacuum state j0æ represents the Fermi sea filled up to E 5 0 in all
NSN regions. The incident and outgoing waves are related to each
other via scattering coefficients as27,29

ci{
Ls~bh

1sco{
Lszah

1sco{
Lszbh

2sco{
Rszah

2sco{
Rs, ð4Þ

where co{
as and co{

as are the operators of the outgoing hole and electron
in lead a(5 L, R), respectively, with the energy index omitted, and the
scattering amplitudes correspond to those in Eq. (2), except that the
superscript denote the hole incident case. Substituting Eq. (4) into
the expression of jYinæ, one arrives at the outgoing state of
quasiparticles. Then the entangled state between electrons can be
obtained by redefining a new vacuum state ~0



 �, which is related to

the original one through 0j i~P eVvEv0co{
L:,Eco{

L;,E
~0


 �, and by

performing a particle-hole transformation as co{
as,E~co

a�s,{E
27,40. The

many-body outgoing state can be obtained as

Youtj i~ P
0vEv eVj j

k Ej iz~k ~E


 �z Oj i� �

,

Ej i~
ffiffiffi
2
p

2
co{

R:,Eco{
L;,{E{co{

R;,Eco{
L:,{E

� �
~0


 �,

~E


 �~ ffiffiffi

2
p

2
co{

R:,Eco{
L;,E{co{

R;,Eco{
L:,E

� �
co{

L;,{Eco{
L:,{E

~0


 �,

ð5Þ

where Ej i and ~E


 � are two kinds of nonlocal spin singlet states in-

duced by the inverse CAR with amplitude k~{
ffiffiffi
2
p

a�2 {Eð Þb�1 {Eð Þ
and ~k~

ffiffiffi
2
p

a�1 {Eð Þa�2 {Eð Þ, respectively, and Oj i includes the other
many-body scattering states, such as the local entangled state and
product states (Supplementary information). During the derivation

Figure 3 | The probabilities of CAR and EC as functions of L for (a) Z2 5 0 and (b) Z2 5 0.8. The relevant parameters are set as Z1 5 1.25, E/D5 0.8, kF 5

100/j0.
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of Eq. (5), we have taken into account the particle-hole symmetry of
the scattering matrix, and expressed the state with the scattering
amplitudes in the electron incident case.
Ej i in Eq. (5) is the usual nonlocal entangled state generated by the

CAR, for which the two entangled electrons have opposite energies
relative to m27,40, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 4(a). Since the CAR
is an elastic process, the total energy of the two electrons is conserved
during the pair breaking. We note that the amplitude k reduces toffiffiffi

2
p

a�2 in the tunneling limit of b�1<1, consistent with the result in
previous literatures27,40.

~E


 � is the anomalous entangled state in which the two entangled

electrons have the same energy E, as shown in the right panel of
Fig. 4(a), which is a natural result obtained in the present non-per-
terbative approach. From a physical point of view, the coincidence of
the AR and CAR processes first results in a double electron occu-
pation at the 2E energy level, freezing out the spin freedom therein;
then a nonlocal entangled state is induced for the electron pair with
equal energy E and opposite spins. Such a nonlocal entangled state
has never been discussed before, since in the previous consideration,
both a1 and a2 are very small in the tunneling regime, and ~k becomes
a negligible higher-order contribution27,40. In the present proposal,
neither a1 nor a2 is small, so that the state ~E



 � becomes observable.
Given that tunnel attempts in a unit energy interval occur with a

frequency 1/h (h is the Plank constant)30,41, the differential produc-
tion rate of nonlocal entanglement can be calculated by

P~ kj j2z ~kj j2
� �.

h. By further utilizing the current conservation

of the quasiparticles, we obtain

P eVð Þ~2A2 1{
1z2Z2

2

1zZ2
2

A2

� �
h, ð6Þ

in the CAR window for the Cooper pair splitter, which is determined
solely by the CAR probability. In the case of Z2 5 0, it is simplified to
P~2 1{A2ð ÞA2=h, indicating that a saturation value P~0:5=h can
be achieved at A2 5 0.5. It turns out that the entanglement produc-
tion rate P is not a monotone increasing function of the CAR prob-
ability. Only in the tunnel limit, P increases monotonously with A2

because of A2=1. The numerical result of P as a function of the bias
voltage eV is shown in Fig. 4(b). When the right NS interface is
transparent, P can approach its saturation value at the resonant
energy levels within the CAR window, indicating that an ideal entan-
gler can be implemented in our proposal. Although finite Z2 may

suppress the entanglement production rate, large values of P can be
obtained even for a stronger barrier Z2 5 1, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

The nonlocal spin entanglement of states Ej i and ~E


 � can be

demonstrated through either the violation of the Bell-inequality25–32

or a well-designed spintronic quantum eraser33,34. Both schemes can
be achieved by the spin resolved current correlation measurement. In
the optimal case of Z2 5 0, the nonlocal spin correlation is purely
contributed by Ej i and ~E



 �. In the case of Z2 ? 0, the signal of
entanglement will get weakened since the intervention of EC con-
tributes an opposite current; nevertheless, provided that the CAR
dominates the nonlocal transport in the CAR window, the signal
of entanglement is always extractable. Moreover, the equal-energy
entangled state ~E



 � can also be probed by the bunching behavior in a
beam splitter setup35, in consideration of the orbital wave function of
the singlet state being symmetric.

Discussions
Finally, we discuss the experimental realization of our proposal. The
long-range Cooper pair splitter in Fig. 1(a) possesses the same con-
figuration as those in the experiments reported in Refs. 6, 7, 9, 11, so
that it can be implemented by the existing technology. Since no
quantum dot embedded in the nanowire needs to be fabricated, more
kinds of nanowires can be adopted to build the NSN junction. A key
point is that there needs to be a suppercurrent flowing along the
junction, which can be driven by imposing a constant current on
the S or by utilizing a magnetic flux in a superconducting loop.
Possible renormalization of the Fermi velocity due to the supercon-
ducting proximity effect can be compensated by a back gate. In order
to realize an entangler with high efficiency and extract pure signal of
entanglement, the interface barriers Z1,2 must be carefully tuned by
gate voltages Vg1,2. The optimal choice corresponding to the bias
voltage configuration in Fig. 1(a) is found to be Z1[ 1,2ð Þ and Z2 5

0, which can be realized in the experiment9.
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